Party Schedule
 Your Cake It Up hostesses will arrive 15 min before the scheduled party time and bring everything that your
party guests need to decorate their cupcakes and have a great time.
 Your party hosts will set up the individual kits, supplies and cutters ready for the party guests’ to play with.
 Once all of the guests have arrived, your party hosts will commence with a welcome refreshment to get the
party started.

 The hosts will then begin going through the cupcake decorating kits with the guests.
 They will introduce and explain how to use the tools, cutters and fondant - which they start to feel and play
with the fondant. This is the fun part as the party guests get to look, touch, feel and figure out what all of
their tools are for.
 Party guests are guided by the party hosts who will be giving a live demonstration of each step, step by
step as they go along so no one will be left behind.
 First step, we soften and roll out the fondant and cut out a whole lot of shapes with the cutters, this is the
fun - deciding what shapes to cut out, why not cut out one of everything!
 Second step, guided by the hosts, we frost 2 cupcakes and roll out fondant to form the base of our cupcake
decorating, we will use frilly cutters as well as embossing rollers that give the cupcake that extra unique
flare.
 Third step, once again guided by the party hosts, we continue decorating the cupcakes with some of the
shapes that we cut out in the first step, each guest learning not only how to stick the base fondant layer to
the cupcake with the frosting, but then how to layer and decorate the cupcake with the fondant shapes cut
out.

 Time for FREESTYLE!! This is where the party guests get to play with their creativity and unleash their
decorating skills now they have the know-how. Party guests will decorate their remaining 4 cupcakes
themselves with supervision and assistance from the hosts where required.

 At the end of the party, we will provide each guest with a special window cupcake box so they can safely
transport their decorated cupcakes home in style and show off their masterpieces to family and friends!
 The cupcake party ends with clean up instructions and an ‘Encouragement Award’ for good behaviour,
listening and helping others.
 The official hosting aspect of Cake It Up’s party concludes and the party hosts will pack up the kits and
other supplies while the guests move onto the remainder of the party back in the parent’s supervision.

PARTY INCLUSIONS















*surcharges apply to Sundays & public holidays

